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Why does a two-thousand-year-old book still matter?Â  Why should it?Â  The answer is found in

The Message: REMIX, today's Bible in contemporary language for tomorrow's leaders.Â  The

Message has had a profound impact on millions of people worldwide, including some of the

best-known artists in contemporary Christian music today.Â  The Message: REMIX is read by artists

whose lives have been impacted by The Message.Â  Listen to REMIX and allow the Word of God to

sink deep into your mind and soul.Â Read by leading Christian music artists: Louie Giglio, Martine

Smith (Delirious?), Steve Green, Stu Garrard (Delirious?), Nicol Sponberg, Steve Mason (Jars of

Clay), Scott Dente, Christine Dente, Anthony Evans, Andrew Peterson, Kathy Troccoli, Rebecca St.

James, Steven Curtis Chapman, , tobyMac, Mac Powell (Third Day), Janna Long (Avalon), Dan

Haseltine (Jars of Clay), Melissa Brock (Superchic[k]), Bart Millard (mercyme), Danielle Young

(Caedmon's Call), Mark Stuart (Audio Adrenaline).
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The Message//REMIX redefined what it means to read God's Word. Now slimmer and with added

features -- including expanded intros, maps, topical index, and more -- the Remix 2.0 is now even

more versatile. It's easy to read and goes everywhere. Upgrade your Bible today! --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Eugene H. Peterson is a writer, a poet, and a retired pastor.Â  He has authored more than 34 books

(not including The Message) and is a contributing editor for Leadership.Â  He is Professor Emeritus



of Spiritual Theology at Regent College in Vancouver, British Columbia.Â  Eugene also founded

Christ Our King Presbyterian Church in Bel Air, Maryland, where he ministered for 29 years.Â  He

lives with his wife, Jan, in Montana.

First off, I love this translation...as others have stated, it does read like a story. I would definitely

recommend it to anyone who is thinking about or beginning to give their lives to God. It's easy to

read, very simple but enjoyable and gets "The Message" across.However, the book is

small...honestly, I didn't pay attention to the dimensions when I purchased it and I just assumed it

was a standard size book but it's on the small side-which is okay I guess. If you look at other

variations of this book, the dimensions are around the same size...When you flip open the pages,

the print is so small. I am able to read it, but I would prefer it to be a tad larger. Also, the pages are

thin and very see through. I wouldn't feel okay high lighting or making notes inside this book. *I

uploaded pictures so you can see what I'm talking about*The bottom line is, yes I would recommend

it based on the translation...perhaps some changes can be made to the pages in later versions.

Happy reading!

Each year my mother and I read the entire Bible (you can get a schedule that tells you what to read

each day). We started with the KJV, and then we have been picking a different interpretation every

year. Having done most of the "main-line versions" (I found NIV to be dull and dry, but *loved* NLT),

we decided to do The Message this year. The printed version Mom had of The Message had very

light, fine print, and was hard for her to read, so I grabbed this version for 10 bucks and introduced

her to my Kindle.So should I rate The Message itself, or this particular publication of The Message

as a work, or as a Kindle book ? Obviously all three, so here we go...Your like or lack of same for

The Message depends on your background and your expectations. I was raised on the KJV, so The

Message strikes me as sort of "Uncle Remus-y", to coin a phrase. It is very informal, and even

seems "slangy" in places. And it certainly seems to me that the author has played pretty fast and

loose with the KJV at times. Of course, he was working from the original Hebrew and Greek, neither

of which I speak or read. For me, I much prefer the NLT if I am looking for a translation to take some

of the formality and archaic words and phrases out of the KJV. But if I were a person who had never

read the Bible before and someone handed me a copy of The Message, I might feel entirely

different. I would find it easy to read and probably kind of cool. My main negative feelings about it

are linked to my upbringing on the KJV. I would suggest that before you buy it, you go online where

you can read different versions of the Bible for free (biblegateway.com) and there read your favorite



Bible passages in The Message (as well as NLT, NIV, Amplified, etc).As far as reading the Bible in

a Kindle, remember that the Kindle was designed to read a book in the "classic manner", which is to

start at page one, read it, then turn to page two, read it, and continue this pattern until the last page

is reached. If you need to back up a page or two to double-check something you just read, that is

not problem. But when it comes to "jumping around", as is done in any "research-type" activity, Bible

study included, the Kindle is a poor tool indeed. Gotta hit Menu, then Go To, then use that miserable

little 4-way button , etc etc. Our daily Bible-reading plan has OT, Psalms, Proverbs, and then NT

each day, and just finding these 4 locations each day with the Kindle version is miserable. This is

not a criticism of the Kindle platform, which works just fine when used as intended.As far as this

particular implementation of The Message, I specifically selected it because it said "Student Planner

Edition", which led to believe that there was significant added content, sort of like a study or

reference version. This is not the case. The only information in this version besides the intros and

the preface is a section in the back called "A Topical Guide for Students", which has some maps

and a couple of diagrams, none of which are readable on my Kindle. That is the reason I gave this a

2-star rating. There are other cheaper Kindle versions of The Message available, and I suggest you

check them out before you pay extra for this one.

Hi fellow reader! I love the Message Bible. However, I am frustrated with the eBook version of it I

just purchased. Below are the changes that need to occur in order for our ebook reading experience

to be phenomenal. Read and remember, so you will not be caught off guard when you open your

ebook. :D/PUBLISHER/SOMEONE WITH ACCESS TO THIS FILE!1) Please go through this eBook

and add hyperlink sections in the "Contents" feature delineated by book of the Bible and chapter as

follows:PrefaceIntroductionOLD TESTAMENT GENESIS CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 CHAPTER 3

EXODUS CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 (Please add a space here to separate the Testaments)NEW

TESTAMENT MATTHEW CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 MARK CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 (ect.!)2)

Every scripture title written in the "A TOPICAL GUIDE FOR STUDENTS" section must be

hyperlinked to the actual scripture in the eBook. Ex.: Ambition--Ephesians 5:15-16; Philippians 2:3;

1 Thessalonians 4:11; James 3:14; James 4:13-16 (these scriptures should appear in blue because

you can click on them to read them)3) Whatever needs to happen in order for the "find" feature to

work on picking out the specific verse if typed in by location, "Acts 2:5, or verse, "There were many

Jews staying in Jerusalem just then, devout pilgrims from all over the world." or keyword, "Holy

Spirit." PLEASE MAKE IT HAPPEN!Adding these changes will make finding passages in the Bible

efficient and fast. This is the twenty-first century people! Technology serves us and makes life



easier not frustrating!IF THE CHANGES SUGGESTED ARE TOO TIME CONSUMING FOR YOU

TO TACKLE, SEND ME A LINK AND I'LL GET IT DONE! THANKS!- you have my email on file and

you have my permission to give it to the publisher, and/or their related staff if necessary.We need a

functional document. Not just an organized written collection of information. Right now we are forced

to click through pages to get to the verse, or book of the Bible we want to study. The process is

tiresome and tedious! What good is this eBook if it's not easily searchable? It should not be easier

to use Biblegateway.com as opposed to this eBook we just payed for!Thank you in advance

Publisher and Thank you in advance . From your most faithful eBook customer Monique Ifaye

Maultsby.Thank you Pastor Eugene H. Peterson for making this totally cool, and easily

understandable, updated version of the Bible.I will change my review to 5 stars when the changes

listed above are made. Have a great day!
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